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Reviewer’s report:

the project is interesting, but this is only the methodology - where are the results?
-the amount of RBC transfused should be normalized to the number of days spent in the ICU;
-it would be nice to examine subgroups according to comorbidities +/- a) heart disease (CAD); b) chronic renal failure; c) cancer
-it would be nice to better specify which complications will be looked for and how they will be reported (as groups; one by one etc.)
-classification of "severe" TBI could be improved (we assume it will be on GCS - any data on Marshall score on CT-scan ?)
- better define "unfavorable neurological outcome" - on GOS? mRamkin?
- correct for bleeding
- is it possible to retrieve for some studies the IMPACT score (which predicts mortality at 6-months) - the authors could then compare the predicted with the observed mortality in the sub-groups of patients according to the total number of RBC received or to their RBC/ICU days ratio.
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